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Introduction

This guide is a collection of materials posted to our website, LibbyHill.org. It is designed for trail users who want to have a printed guide to study and learn about the recreational opportunities at Libby Hill Forest in Gray, Maine. These trails are the product of many people’s efforts and include the heirs of Daniel Libby, town councilors, dozens of trail volunteers, and local businesses. Additionally, one volunteer, Carl Holmquist has dedicated thousands of hours of volunteer time and never has lost sight of the great potential this open space has for the town of Gray. All we ask in return for this gift to the town is that you explore some small piece of it and experience Libby Hill Forest for yourselves. We hope this guide will help you explore it!

If created in the private sector the cost of this project would carry a multi-million dollar price tag. However, because of the generosity of land owners, public volunteers and grants this project has cost the tax payers of Gray less than $5,000 over eight years. The project continues to add trails and the Gray Community Endowment is always looking for additional land preservation opportunities. If you can volunteer time or resources please visit our website, WWW.Libbyhill.org to find out how you can help!

General Trail Rules

- No Motorized vehicles on Libby Hill Forest Trails, these trails are posted
- Remove an trash you or others may bring
- No fires
- Alcohol Prohibited
- Pets should be leashed if others are present, please remove pet waste from trails
- Don’t cause ruts in trails when conditions are wet (early spring)
- Minimize your impact on groomed trails in winter, hikers and snowshoers should stay on sides of trail
## Trail Summary

**Libby Hill Forest Trails** - note these trails are for non-motorized use only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trail</th>
<th>Length (Miles)</th>
<th>Trail Blaze Color</th>
<th>Total Elevation Gain</th>
<th>Ski Trail Rating</th>
<th>Groomed for Skiing</th>
<th>Access Point</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deer Run</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>29 feet up, 57 feet down</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Top of Libby Hill off Moose Odyssey Trail</td>
<td>Use this trail to create loops to other trails, very level and easy to ski or walk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Libbey Trail</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Dark Red</td>
<td>174 feet up, 200 feet down</td>
<td>Difficult (hiking Intermediate)</td>
<td>No, back country skiing, mountain biking, or hiking only</td>
<td>Off southern end of Moose Odyssey Trail</td>
<td>This hiking/mountain biking trail is not groomed. It does give you access to the most remote part of LHF. Trails are new and users should be careful to watch trail markings and avoid ribbons for navigating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holmquist Hollow</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>75 feet down, 33 feet up</td>
<td>Difficult</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Off northern end of Moose Odyssey Trail</td>
<td>This double diamond trail is a challenge for skiers. For hikers, it gives you access to a quiet corner of LHF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moose Odyssey</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>344 feet up and 346 feet down</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Behind Middle School, Trailhead 1 or 2</td>
<td>Excellent intermediate hike or ski trail, accesses all trails in LHF.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outback</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>112 feet up and down</td>
<td>Back Country Only</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Across Pool on Harold Libbey Trail</td>
<td>Remote hiking and snowshoe trail with lots of neat boulders, beaver dams, and marsh views. Best area to see Moose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey Trot</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>Bright Red</td>
<td>29 feet up, 57 feet down</td>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Behind Soccer Field at Middle School, Trail Head 3 or 4</td>
<td>An ideal walking trail around the perimeter of the middle school and pond.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Libby Hill Trail MAP
Overview

Maps produced with Delorme's Topo USA 6.0 visit their site at www.Delorme.com to learn more!

Note: you can download a pdf version of this map and more that will give you control over size and detail. See the more detailed map in this document if you want to see the trails in larger scale.
Maps produced with Delorme's Topo USA 6.0 visit their site at www.Delorme.com to learn more!
Trails in Detail

Moose Odyssey Trail

Length: 3.1 miles

Trail Blaze Color: White

Difficulty: Intermediate, Elevation gain 344 feet up, 346 feet down

Overview:

Moose Odyssey is the grand loop for Libby Hill Trails. This trail provides two open views, access to all trails in the Libby Hill Forest, access to the Libby Family memorial, views of the old Libby homestead foundation, and is the trail you should use first to acquaint yourself with the trail system. If you aren't up to the whole three miles, a number of cut off trails allow you to make loop hikes of practically any length.

Trail Description
(trail highlighted in white)

The Trail begins at and ends behind the Middle School, you can reach the trailhead by walking either behind or in front of the Gray-NG Middle School from the dirt parking lot at the left end of Libby Hill road. You will
see a chain link fence, use the gate or go around the fence near the woods. Go to the kiosk beyond the fence where you will see ‘Trailhead 1’ on the sign. You will also see a map and trail information on the kiosk. You can hike the trail in either direction; I will start this description from the Trailhead 1 which is closest to the Middle School. You will finish the hike at Trailhead 2 which is about 300 feet south of where you begin.

The trail climbs steadily over 100 feet in elevation for the first mile, you will soon cross the first ATV/Snowmobile trail (see our descriptions of ATV trails) and proceed through a very open pine forest owned by Hancock Lumber. This section has lots of blueberries in mid July due to the large amount of light created by the sustainable forest management of Hancock lumber. Keep in mind that this first 1/2 mile of the trail is not owned by the Town of Gray and is at risk for possible future development. You are also very likely to see deer or even moose in this area since you have a long view through the woods and they often don't hear you coming, so keep a long view for wildlife!

As you near the top of the ridge you will see a large cell tower on your right, this is a good landmark should you become disorientated on the trails. Just beyond the cell tower, the woods become much thicker with old growth pine and oak trees. You officially cross onto the Libby Hill property when you go through a break in a stone wall. This stone wall runs almost the whole north border of the property and is a reminder of the farming that occurred here over 150 years ago. The elevation levels off since you are near the top of Libby Hill now, at 3/4 of a mile you cross the Old Libby Hill road. This road runs over 2.5 miles between the Middle School to Birch Road near the narrows on Little Sebago Lake. The road is a good orientation point since it divides the Libby Hill Forest (LHF) and is a quick way to return back to the school. Some maps may also refer to the Old Libby Hill road as "Dow's Divide", named after the Dow family (descendants of Daniel Libby) who donated this land

Immediately after crossing the Old Libby Hill road you will see on your right the cellar hole for the house of James Libby who built the first house on Libby Hill. If you look around this area you will see some of the old maple and apple trees used by the Libby family in the mid 1800's. Keep in mind that Libby Hill was completely cleared of trees when people lived here. In George Hill's, History of Gray, one woman reported going up Libby Hill to see the glow of the Portland fire of 1866. As you proceed over the next 0.5 mile you will see what looks to be recent logging with many open spaces in the tree canopy. This actually was the result of a
microburst (mini-tornado) that cut a 200 foot swath through Libby Hill in 2003. Dozens of large pines trees were snapped and uprooted by this storm and had to be removed and used for lumber. You will also cross an SA (Snowmobile/ATV) trail here, so watch for trail signs. As the forest closes in, you approach the first viewpoint (0.9 miles). If you look beyond the stone wall you will see a good section of the valley that makes up the town of Gray. Small trees on the adjoining property are growing larger and this view will gradually disappear within 10 years.

Just beyond the view, the Deer Run trail intersects on the left. This trail connects at two other areas of Moose Odyssey and can be used to make a variety of loops. As you continue on Moose Odyssey you wind through the tall pine woods with minimal elevation changes. You approach a second viewpoint at 1.1 miles from the trailhead. This viewpoint gives you some extra views toward Auburn and New Gloucester. Shortly after the second view, Deer Run trail (1.2 miles) joins the trail again. Stay right to keep on Moose Odyssey, the trail now starts to have a few up and down elevation changes and the forest begins to change to more hardwood and less pine. Holmquist Hollow trail intersects at 1.4 miles on the right. This trail is named after trail founder, Carl Holmquist, who loves a challenge. This trail quickly descends nearly 80 feet in a quarter mile and will get your heart beating if you are on skis. The trail descends into the northwest corner of the forest and at 1.6 miles the Holmquist Hollow trail rejoins the trail on the right.

You are now about half way around the loop and at 1.7 miles you intersect and share an SA trail before bending right into the woods. This next 1/2 mile of trail serpentines through the pine forest again. Some trail users get disoriented in this section since the trail comes very close together giving users the illusion they have been on this part of the trail before. At mile 2.0 you hit the last intersection of Deer Run on your left. The section of Moose Odyssey from here until the Old Libby Hill Road is known as McPike’s Hike, named after this author who was also a founding trail member. I got to choose what part of the trail I would like to be honored by; I took this section since I spent a fair amount of time alone cutting this section and it has a very special mini canyon, which I particularly enjoyed.

You hit Old Libby Hill Road at mile 2.3, remember if you are tired, you can take a left and quickly return to the Middle School(0.6 miles). At mile 2.4 you will see the newest trail, Harold Libby, on your right. This trail makes a 2 mile loop and is designed for backcountry skiing, mountain biking, or hiking. It will rejoin Moose Odyssey at mile 2.6 where a memorial to Harold Libby is on a granite rock just to right. Also a small connector trail goes left here and returns you to the first section of Moose Odyssey, stay right to complete the loop. You then break through the impressive stone wall again and begin descending toward the middle school. You will see the cell tower on your left and will pass the second connector trail at 2.9 miles, the SA trail at 3.0 miles and finally return to the Middle School at 3.1 miles. You have finished Moose Odyssey and once you have, I'm sure it won't be long before you return to discover the other trails at Libby Hill Forest! Should you decide you want to continue on, the Turkey Trot trail begins at this point.
Trail Profile

Maps produced with Delorme's Topo USA 6.0 visit their site at www.Delorme.com to learn more!
Deer Run

Length: 0.4 miles

Trail Blaze Color: Yellow

Difficulty: Easy, Elevation gain 29 feet up 57 feet down

Overview

Deer Run is the crown of the Libby Hill Forest (LHF) trail system. It lies at the top of Libby Hill at an elevation of 480 feet (Middle School is at 340 feet) and is designed to be a connector between three sections of the Moose Odyssey trail. It is designed to allow skiers and hikers to customize their outing to make several different loops or add some extra mileage to their hike.

Trail Description

To access the trail use the Moose Odyssey Trail via Trailhead 1 and proceed to View 1 which is at the 1 mile point on that trail. Proceed left onto the Deer Run trail which proceed gently to near the crest of Libby Hill. You quickly cross the SA trail (Snowmobile/ATV trail) which on the left returns to Old Libby Hill Road or right proceeds to Dry Mills. Continue straight to cross
the SA trail and take in the majestic white pine grove with trees that are nearly 100 years old. At 0.2 mile you will come to a junction, where you have two choices. You may go right and return back to the front loop of Moose Odyssey, crossing once again the SA trail before you hit the end of Deer Run. The other choice is to go left at the junction and hit the back loop of Moose Odyssey and shorten the Moose Odyssey loop by 1 mile.

You may want to have a map with you to make sure you can understand all the intersections that cross Deer Run. While a short trail, the Deer Run lets you enjoy the quiet and peacefulness of the pine forest of Libby Hill. Wildlife is often spotted here, including deer, pileated woodpeckers, Cooper's Hawks, chickadees, bluejays, chipmunks and red squirrels.

Profile

Maps produced with Delorme's Topo USA 6.0 visit their site at www.Delorme.com to learn more!
Holmquist Hollow

Length: 0.4 miles

Trail Blaze Color: Dark Blue

Difficulty: Difficult, Elevation gain 75 feet down, 34 feet up

Overview

Holmquist Hollow is the greatest ski challenge in the trail system. While a 75 foot descent may seem small, keep in mind this occurs over about 0.1 mile and combined with elevation changes on Moose Odyssey, your actually change over 140 feet in elevation in less than a mile. This trail is great for skiers who want a challenge or hikers who want to explore the quiet northwest section of the trails.

Trail Description

Use Moose Odyssey and proceed 1.4 miles to start the trail at Trailhead 1. You can also do Holmquist Hollow in reverse at the 1.6 mile mark. For your first exploration of the 'hollow' it is best to use the start as shown. The trail quickly winds down a carved series of banks created by erosion on this northwest section of Libby Hill. The trail winds through a hardwood ridge and quickly drops to a level forest floor with a nice grove of large white oaks at about 0.25 miles. You have a chance to catch your breath here then quickly climb back up again 0.1 miles to Moose Odyssey trail at the 1.6 mile mark. You can then return back either way on Moose Odyssey to the school.
Holmquist Hollow is often left unexplored since it is in a remote corner of the trails but is well worth the effort!

**Profile**

Maps produced with Delorme's Topo USA 6.0 visit their site at [www.Delorme.com](http://www.Delorme.com) to learn more!
Turkey Trot

Length: 0.6 miles

Trail Blaze Color: Bright Red

Difficulty: Easy, Elevation gain 29 feet up 57 feet down

Overview

Turkey Trot is a great place to begin your exploration of Libby Hill Forest Trails (LHF) trails. It combines a perimeter walk of the nice open spaces of the Middle School soccer field combined with a quick woods walk past a small pond. This trail is a favorite of dog walkers and those wanting a short stroll with minimal elevation changes.

Trail Description

You can start Turkey Trot at two points. It is usually easier to find if you begin behind the Middle School near the woods by the Libby Hill Trail Sign farthest from the school, Trailhead 3. At this point going beyond the trail map sign takes you on the back loop of the Moose Odyssey trail, you want to proceed left and back across an open area of the field. You will see a trail marker going into the woods with a turkey emblem. This whole area was once part of a lumber saw mill which stood at the present day middle school. You quickly enter a grove of young pine trees which are less than 40 years old since this area was still completely cleared less than 50 years ago.

You climb a small knoll after about 0.25 miles where you will see a small pond down a steep bank. In late summer the pond is fairly small but once fall rains return the pond is large enough to support ducks, turtles, deer and other wildlife. One word of caution, from May to August this area is especially prone to dog ticks. We do keep our trails mowed but if you venture off the trail, be sure to check your legs for ticks after walking. The trees are larger for the next 1000 feet or so, mostly consisting of pine trees until at 0.4 miles you re-emerge on the soccer field boundary. Look for the trail reentering the woods directly across the field you just entered. The trail does a quick hill climb here in the woods and is designed for ski races, you may choose to just walk the boundary of the soccer field until you return back to Libby Hill Road at Trailhead 4 where you can walk back to the dirt parking lot at the end of the street.
Turkey Trot is a great option for those looking for a little exercise and still stay near the school. Parents waiting for children at sports events, often find this trail to be a good way to occupy time. You won't be disappointed at the trail and it will encourage you to explore the rest of the system up on Libby Hill!

Profile:

Maps produced with Delorme's Topo USA 6.0 visit their site at [www.Delorme.com](http://www.Delorme.com) to learn more!
Harold Libbey Trail

Length: 1.2 miles (add an additional 1.4 miles for Moose Odyssey access)

Difficulty: Difficult for skiing, hiking Intermediate, elevation change: 200 feet down, 174 feet up;

Overview:

This trail is our newest and our only true 'hiking' trail. Unlike our other wide and ski type trails this trail provides a more adventurous tour of Libby Hill Forest. A great trail for hikers, mountain bikers, and back country skiers. It also features lots of great boulders for kids and adults to explore along with a serene pool and small waterfalls on Tyler Brook. Please follow only red marks on this trail. Ribbons may be present but are for new trail work and should not be followed!

Detailed Description: This
Libby Hill Forest Trail Guide

The trail is our newest opened as a rough hiking trail three years ago but has undergone upgrades this year. The trail is now better marked and a culvert has been added to a wet area. This trail offers many areas for exploration including lots of interesting boulders, a scenic pool and waterfall, and a hike up over an esker (sometimes called 'horse backs' or 'whales backs').

The trail starts and ends off the east side of the Moose Odyssey trail. Take trailhead 2 behind the Middle School and follow the white marked trail for 0.6 miles to the top of Libby Hill. After you pass through the stone wall you will see a memorial to Harold Libby on your left. The trail starts right of the memorial and is blazed a dark red color. The trail drops quickly down hill winding through areas with small trees and many open areas with ferns. This area was logged several years ago and you can get a good view of a succession forest, consisting of small pine trees, beech and lots of sweet fern. Erosion has worn down Libby Hill here and the trail follows a natural groove down the hill. You'll quickly notice lots of rocks along the trail.

While present everywhere, this trail has by far the most rocks and boulders of any of our trails. This trail heads directly west and is especially pleasant in the afternoons where you get lots of light and occasional views of other hills through the trees.

After 1/4 mile the trail levels off and starts to have many areas of moss and you will cross a wet area that has just had a new culvert added to make crossing easier. You will rise up a small knoll and at 0.3 miles come to what is called the 'grove'. This area has a nice stand of young pine trees that are about 30 to 40 feet high along with some larger hemlock trees. Combined with the sloping bank on the backside it makes a natural amphitheater where you can take a break on one of the large rocks under the trees. The trail turns sharply left here, note where you see two trail marks on a single tree means a sharp turn. You will see to the right a connector trail blazed yellow and white that connects with the return loop of the Harold Libby trail. You can use the connector to shorten your trip by about 1/2 mile, but for this hike stay on the red trail that goes left.

The trail narrows through some more pine trees and then goes through an open area of ferns with relatively few trees. Carefully watch the path here where it crosses a small wet area over some moss covered rocks. The trail rises up a small ridge then quickly drops down to Thayer Brook at 0.5 mile mark where you come to a very pretty pool and two small waterfalls. Be very careful not to cross the brook and follow survey ribbons here! While a new one mile trail is planned for this area across the brook, it is not ready for use and can be hard to navigate. Continue following the red trail marks for about 200 feet along the brook before turning sharply right where you begin climbing up the a small esker. Eskers are formed from glaciers and have steep drops on both sides. This esker is steep on the left side but more sloped on the right. Near the top on the right is 'Whale Rock', we call it whale rock since it is by far the
largest on the trail at over 35 feet long and 15 feet high. Take some time to explore the Christmas ferns that grow on top of it or the large brown lichens on the back side. Be aware that the trail circles back around the back side of this rock so keep a close eye on the direction you are headed. At the 0.75 mile mark you have gained 50 feet in elevation in 1/4 mile and have a nice few down to Thayer Brook below. Take a break here and sit under one of the large hemlocks or pine that inhabit the top of this hill.

You soon pass the back side of whale rock and begin the climb back up Libby Hill. At the 0.9 mile point you encounter the connector trail blazed yellow and white on your right. Remain on the red trail and soon you will encounter a wet area that has had some excavation for a future bridge. This area has lots of sphagnum moss that may feel spongy under your feet. After this point, the trail zigzags up hill and passes a number of car sized boulders. The woods begin to get much more mature here as you approach the original Libby Hill property which has much older growth pine oak forest. At the 1.2 mile point you come to the end of the trail and return onto the Moose Odyssey Trail. You can continue left on Moose Odyssey for a long hike (total distance of 4 miles) or right to return back to the Middle School in 0.8 miles.

I think you will discover that this may be one of your favorite exploration trails on Libby Hill, be sure to give us your feedback on what you think. We also have trail work in this area in 2008 if you would like to volunteer.

**Trail Profile ------->**
The Outback Trail

Length: 1 mile (add an additional 1 miles for Moose Odyssey/Harold Libbey access)

Difficulty: Skiing - difficult (Back country skiing only) hiking - Intermediate, elevation change: 112 feet up and down

Overview: This is our newest trail that was completed in November 2007. This gets you to the most remote and wild area of Libby Hill. You are very likely to see wildlife in this area. The trails are marked but you should have good hiking skills, carry a compass, and have a map with you.

Detailed Description: The Outback is given its name for many reasons. It is a place that seems much more remote than its mile distance from the Middle School. Combined with the Harold Libbey Trail, this hike gives you a completely different experience than the structured ski trails on top of Libby Hill. The Outback also has a brook, beaver dams, a marsh, porcupine rock, lots of boulders, and frequently moose.

The trail has only one access point making a one mile loop that begins across Thayer brook on the Harold Libbey Trail. The fastest way to gain access is to take the outer arm of the Moose Odyssey Trail from the GNG
Middle School. After about ½ mile you will see the Harold Libbey Memorial and trail head for the Harold Libbey Trail. Proceed down the trail about another ½ mile where you come upon the ‘pool’. Harold Libbey trail (red blazes) follows the north side of the brook but if you look across the brook you will see yellow blazes showing the beginning of the Outback trail. There are three good stepping stones in the brook to make the crossing. Carefully check water levels that are being impacted by a series of beaver dams on both sides of the brook.

There are lots of opportunities for side explorations around Thayer brook. Beavers down stream have recently built a house and 3 small dams upstream from the crossing. You will see lots of chewed trees and if you are lucky you can see a beaver in the pool. They have been know to watch hikers for up to 10 minutes from the water. The yellow blazes start on the south side of Thayer brook and follow the brook for about 100 feet then it turns uphill to the left. After about another 100 feet you come to the loop, meaning if you go in either direction you will come back to this point. You can go either clockwise or counter clockwise on the trail, this description will stay left (clockwise). You quickly rise up about 30 feet in elevation about the brook and you can look down on two beaver dam sites. You should also see trees that have been chewed by the beavers on the slope on your left. On your right you will notice that the forest has been harvested recently leaving lots of open space and slash from a lumbering operation. This gives you a good chance to see how the forest grows back after a harvest. Lots of young beech, bayberry, and sweet fern have erupted as light has opened up the forest canopy.

The trail meanders for about ¼ mile then turns sharply to the right to climb a boulder studded ridge. You will gain almost 80 feet in a short section of trail. The trail takes this route to avoid many wet spots and vernal pools that populate the down slope to Thayer brook. As you crest the hill the trail turns 90 degrees left (note: if you go right you can connect in 100 feet to the return loop) to follow an old woods road that has some wonderful boulders lining its right side. The trail then descends back down the ridge and follows a narrow passage between rocks gradually bringing you to the ‘Marshview’ or ‘Moose Point’. This small peninsula has good views into the marsh created by years of beaver dams downstream. Moose scat is frequent in this area and it is highly likely you could see one if you spend some time sitting one of the large pine stumps on the point that make ideal benches. There are also some unusual plants in this area, one of which is ‘witches broom’ that grows about 10 feet off the point.
After leaving the views at ‘Moose Point’ the trail snakes back to beginning of the ridge on the south side of the property. You will have several excellent views of the beaver formed marshes as you proceed. Then you come to the largest boulder on the trail system, ‘Porcupine Rock’. Porcupine Rock is called this for two reasons; one, it looks like a porcupine in shape with Christmas ferns on top looking like quills and second, if you explore around the rock you will see piles of light brown pellets. These are from the porcupines that live under this rock. This large rock marks the end of a long ridge which also has a large pile of boulders that are fun to explore with you adventurous youngsters. It also marks the half way point on the trail and is an excellent place to take a break.

After porcupine rock, the trail climbs up the ridge quickly on an old woods road. The trail then rides the top of the ridge for nearly 1000 feet. Many young pines have sprouted here from the recent harvest. If you look right you will see the main ridge of Libby Hill in front of you along with a view of the cell tower there. The trail descends in two stages; the first descent brings you to the corner of the property where you will see a grove of old hemlock trees along with an orange property stake. The second descent quickly drops down to Thayer brook. You will start to see the horseback of the Harold Libbey Trail rise up in front of you across the brook.

The last 500 feet of the trail follows the south bank of Thayer brook. You will have excellent views of the beaver house and their newly formed ponds. The old hemlock groves here provide good winter bedding areas for deer. Coyotes now this spot as well and we have found one deer kill and coyote scat with deer fur in it around this area. If you want to explore off trail, you can follow Thayer brook upstream where there are some fantastic beaver dams about 1000 feet from the trail.

The trail connects back to the loop where you first started. There should be a trail map here and to return you need to turn left where the trail takes you back to the brook crossing in about 200 feet. Once you cross the brook back to the Harold Libbey Trail, you can extend your hike by following the Harold Libbey Trail left along the brook or
return back to the Middle School the way you originally came.

The Outback Trail is a great addition to the Libby Hill Trail system, providing great natural diversity and additional recreational options for trail users. If you like some adventure, this is the trail for you!

**Outlook Trail Profile**